ADVANTAGES OF ELECTRONIC PUBLIC PROCUREMENT SYSTEMS
VALUE FOR MONEY

Obtaining value for public money, making savings, streamlining budgets, public expenditures;
- Procurement value;
- Quality vs quantity;
- Costs of the whole life cycle of product;
REDUCING ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN

“On paper” procurement consumes officials’ time and administrative and budgetary resources.
FAIR COMPETITION AND HEALTHY BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Ensuring conditions of fair competition and non-discrimination for private sector, especially SMEs.
CORRUPTION PREVENTION

Corruption increases the cost of a procurement up to 20-25%.

- Managing risks of corruption,
- Promoting integrity,
- Preventing fraud and corruption risks,
- Managing conflict of interest.
A BETTER MONITORING BY CIVIL SOCIETY

The possibility to analyze and monitor procurement and find solutions for public sector issues.
Expertise and support of civil society in detection of violations and corruption practices.
PUBLIC SERVICES OF HIGH QUALITY ACCESSIBLE FOR CITIZENS

Public goods, services and works of high quality for citizens;
Citizens’ trust in public authority
WHAT IS “OPEN CONTRACTING”?
OPEN CONTRACTING DATA STANDARDS

• Focusing on what users want to see

What data and how to publish

• Ensuring technical interoperability of data

Data scheme for validation of the information published

• Maximizing proper and efficient use of data

Feedback mechanism/obtained recommendations on publication and usage of data
THE NECESSITY TO CREATE AN OPEN CONTRACTING PORTAL

- The need to implement OCDS (R. Moldova has joined Open Government Partnership since 2012);
- The need to develop a platform involving different actors in public procurement system through participation, feedback and monitoring;
- The need for a tool to provide a better transparency and efficiency in public procurement system.
DATA VIEWING AND FILTERING

- Procurement procedures versus Procurement contracts;
- Top contracting authorities (by value and number of procurement);
- Top contractors/economic operators that have the biggest number of contracts with the state;
- Top public goods, services and works procured;
- List of concluded contracts (commencement date and termination date of contract, the amount and search by procurement object, the possibility to send a feedback on the contract).